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Questions Explored April 2021 

1. Can we have more than one Great Flow statement which we can 
practice?  

Yes, you can have more than one Great Flow statement. You can work 
on money, body, relationships and different aspects of life as well. Here, 
you will find that they are all connected together.  

2. One of the steps mention that we need to go back the old memory, but 
I really don’t want to. Is that alright? 

It is completely alright if you don’t want to go back to the memory.  

The only reason we go back, is to delete it from the timeline and not 
only from the memory. But if you feel like it is enough, it’s totally okay. 

3. I have clients who say a sentence along with the number and feeling 
being around 5, 6 and 7. Should I ask them additional questions or re-
question them? 

If they say the number, you do not need to re-question them; just go 
ahead with what they say. 

4. I have a current belief and a memory, but then going back to an earlier 
memory is quite traumatic. The pain has stayed even after I went 
through the process. What do I do? 

Sometimes, it so happens that the pain can surface in different ways. All 
you can do, is to allow and welcome it.  
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5. What if someone is unable to feel the belief? What if they are not able 
to recollect anything about the origin or the experience when the 
belief first began? 

Some people cannot feel the belief because they are not connected to 
their feelings.  

So, you can tell them to say the belief out loud. Once they do, ask them, 
“How do these words make you feel?”. You want to get the person to 
associate with their belief and notice for themselves what number the 
belief is at; then ask them, “How do you feel?”. 

Sometimes, people cannot recollect the origin of their belief because 
they are either not ready or not sure about it. You can work with 
whatever they are uncovering right at the moment since they are not 
ready to explore the origin yet. Slowly, notice what comes up in the 
follow-up sessions and work on them. 

6. If my belief is, “I’m needy”, how do I work on it? 

You can work on this belief by following and rephrasing the given set-up 
steps: 

a) How does being “needy” make you feel?  

- “It makes me feel very disruptive.” 

b) How old were you when this started? 

- “I must be around the age of 2 or 3.” 

Next, bring the 2-year-old next to you and let her know what positive 
qualities and resources you needed, in the old memory.  

c) What did she want? 
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- “She wanted a lot of love and care.” 

d) Now, hold her. Pick her up and hug her, tell her, “I am here and I care 
for you.” 

e) Then, along with her, go to the origin of the belief and delete the 
memory while replacing it with, “I am whole and complete.” 

f) Come back to the present and tell yourself, “I am whole and 
complete.” Repeat the same by stepping into your future as well. 

7. I felt like my memories were shifting when I was working with my 
timeline. Is it normal for that to happen? 

Our timelines change as we change. Some people have their timelines 
going through their body, while some have it outside their body. It is 
completely normal and okay. 

8. My client had a doubt about how other things never worked, so 
perhaps nothing else will, either. We tapped on it but how else do we 
work on it? 

Ask them about where they have this feeling, in their body and how old 
they were when they first felt it. 

Then, along with their past self, go to the origin of belief and explore the 
resources that were needed at that time. 

Next, go back to the timeline along with their past self and float up 
above it. Go back to the origin, delete it and replace it with the new 
belief.  
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9. Does it mean I have a limiting belief if someone else chooses to love 
me, but I just don’t see why? 

It is not necessarily a limiting belief, but having someone else love you is 
you being dependent on them.  

Consider asking yourself, “What do I need to be able to love myself?”, 
“What prevents me from being that way?”, “Why does it prevent me?” 
“What would happen if I was secure in myself?” 

Once you explore these questions, go back to your timeline along with 
your past self, delete the origin memory and replace it with a new belief. 

10.  When I uncovered my emotions, I realized that I fear my family’s 
judgements, since they call me a sinner and I don’t know how to feel 
about it or how work on it. 

Since you have a lot of attachment and give a lot of importance to what 
they say to you, consider asking yourself, “how has their judgement kept 
me from what I want in life? What do I really want?” 

You have a choice of whether or not you want them to think of you as a 
sinner, because they are going to label you no matter what. What you 
can do is, claim the energy of them labelling you a sinner. Just accept it 
and claim it since it will help you get over this fear. 

11.  Should we claim the underlying emotion that’s limiting the ask or 
should we claim it not happening at all? 

You could claim either and it will still be alright. 

12.  Today, I had a thought that my core limiting belief is that I feel like I’m 
not good enough or I’m not deserving enough. It’s a repetitive thought 
that takes place all the time, no matter how much I distract myself. 
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When I wrote it down during the Now Flow and welcomed the 
possibility that I am deserving and good enough, I was filled with fear 
thinking I might mess up later and it made me feel uncomfortable. 
Why do you think that happened? Is it okay? 

Yes, it is okay for this to happen.  

You need to stay with the uncomfortable feeling for a little longer till it 
no longer bothers you. This happens because sometimes, we do not 
allow ourselves to feel the important emotions. You need to 
contemplate on what you feel and what is actually stopping you from 
welcoming the possibility that you are deserving and being good 
enough; then, work on these areas one by one. 

13.  When I think of life without limiting beliefs, I doubt whether or not I 
will be able to reach my goal. 

If a doubt comes up, you can work on it. It is a slightly different energy 
than you are used to, but you have to keep working on the doubt, in 
order to remove the limiting belief. 

14.  What if someone has a fear that they claim, but are also afraid that 
they will have it for the rest of their lives and don’t want to work on 
them? 

If they don’t want to work on them, leave it; if you force them, they will 
fight you, so it’s best to give them their space there.  

Another thing you could do, is give them a metaphor. Consider telling 
them a story about yourself and how you feared someone doing 
something bad to you but claiming it helped you gain back your power, 
since the Universe only gives you things you can work with. 
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15.  When we say these sentences out loud and erase them from our 
Consciousness, is it a permanent phenomenon or is it that once we 
stop saying, it’ll stop too? 

Think of it as a metaphor - as our light shines brighter, more of our dirt 
comes to the surface. It is like an inner cleaning which is part of a daily 
process. 

We get to the root cause sometimes; it unlocks and the localization 
takes place. For example, people unlock the root cause of backpain and 
although they work on it, it returns in a couple of months. This happens 
because they feel stressed and since it needs to come out, it picks the 
weakest spot in the body, to show up. 

So, I don’t want to give you a false promise, but I can say that the 
cleaning is forever, since things transform during the process.  

16.  I noticed that when I was claiming what I wanted, although there was 
a lot of joy, I was getting overwhelmed and I was restricting it. Is that 
normal? 

Yes, it’s completely alright.  

You need to welcome the restriction. Allow it to stay and claim your joy, 
even if you have to step out of your comfort zone. 

17.  I always feel something in my liver and it’s been there since ages. It 
has reduced quite a lot, but it still pains. What do I do because it 
becomes unbearable at times? 

Ask yourself, “What would I like to happen to the liver instead?”, “When 
it’s not painful, what will it be?” 
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Flow with the pain and welcome it. Healing is not simple and it 
sometimes means working through the worst parts of it, so allow the 
pain to stay.  

I would also have a conversation with the liver, asking it “What do you 
want to communicate with me? What do you want?”. Then, claim 
whatever the liver is doing.  

18.  I worked with a client to an extent where she was able to remove her 
fear and restriction, but she said it wasn’t easy and was 
uncomfortable. How do I help her? 

Welcome the process not being easy and allow it entirely, since there 
could be a second layer that prevents ease. 

19.  I have been facing stomach problems since childhood, especially while 
travelling, and I get stressful. My body kind of rejects food and I don’t 
know what to do about it. 

Ask yourself, “How is rejecting food keeping me safe?” 

You might have made an unconscious belief about food, previously. So 
instead, think about nutrition and nourishment while working on this, by 
saying, “I choose all nourishment for the body.” 

20.  Yesterday, I reached my Great Flow statement “to be at great ease...” 
and today, I was at so much ease that I didn’t do anything at all. No 
work. I don’t know why this is happening.  

It is okay for this to happen. Start doing the easy work first and slowly 
move on to the more important ones. 
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21.  I keep attracting people who like criticizing me and commenting about 
me. Is it because I have that part in myself? 
 
If you find people constantly criticizing you, chances are, yes, you 
probably do have that part in yourself.  
 
When this happens, you need to ask yourself ““Who is doing the 
criticizing?”, “Who is the one feeling criticized?”, “Who is the me that’s 
feeling criticized?”, “What does the self-critical part of me actually 
want?", "How do I really feel when you criticize myself?” Welcome this 
feeling and as you do so, ask yourself, “How you really feel about 
yourself” and work on that. 

 
22.  My shoulders and spine constantly hurt; what does this mean? 

 
Pain in shoulders usually tends to be like a burden of responsibility in 
your life and that in the spine tends to take place because the basic 
foundation in your life might be shaky. However, it can vary from person 
to person. 
 

23.  Why is it that I am angrier than loving, most of the times? 
 
If you feel like you are angrier than loving, welcome the anger and get It 
out of your system. You could make use of energy yoga (for example, 
clapping your hands together) in order to release negative emotions. 

 
24.  Can we get the recording of the meditation audio of the Empty Vessel 

as well? 
 
Yes, it has been uploaded on the portal. If you are unable to locate it, 
please contact us and we will support you.  
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25.  Does the script (and words) stay the same for physical issues, like 
breast cancer, as well as for criticism/judgement? 
 
In terms of cancer, ask the client, “what is it you want to explore?” Be 
open to whatever the mystery is and facilitate it for them. Open into the 
energy and facilitate the 13 steps. 
 

26.  What is Limitless Living coaching about? 
 

Limitless Living is designed to be a personal development program 
consisting of the initial 5 days and additional 12 weeks, since personal 
development is a journey and not a destination.  
 
The 12 weeks are known as the “deepening” and that’s when the real 
work begins. We will be doing a process every day for a length of time 
and that process will take less than 5 minutes, so we will be doing it 
every day. Awareness is knowing it; Wisdom is doing it. So, we will 
practice the processes together, as a group. 
In one of the 12 weeks, I will give you an intake form and I will teach you 
how to go about it in a structured way. I’ll give you a case study form as 
well for those who want to do it professionally. You will then know how 
to use the script and where to use it. 

 
27.  Is it necessary for us to be vibrating at a certain brain wave before we 

do this? 
 
The magic isn’t in the script, it’s in the vibration and in how you show up 
for the person you’re facilitating it for. This is why you start with an 
Empty Vessel Meditation. I believe the vibration is important since it is a 
mediative state with no attachment to any result.  
 
There are different vibrational brain waves, like  
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• The Beta Waves: This is when you are extremely alert.  
• The Alpha Waves: Here, you slide into a meditative state  
• The Theta Waves: This is where you go into a much deeper 

surrendered state.  
• The Delta Waves: In this, you go to a dreamless state which is 

deeply relaxing. Here, you can change your reality and immediate 
transformation starts to take place.  

• The Gamma Waves: This is where you are totally plugged in to the 
Universal Energy. 

 
28.  Where can we use this process? 

 
You can use the process with anyone and anywhere.  
 

29.  When you say points 7 and 9 from the worksheet, I want to forgive 
myself too and not just the other person. How do I do that? 
 
Here, it is the energy of just taking ownership, because the concept is 
that of a mirror. If there is hurt between us, chances are, it’s a two-way 
thing. So, it’s about taking ownership.  
 
Like, it’s invoking the mirror between yourself and the other person 
wherein, if you forgive them, you simultaneously forgive yourself too. 
You can also modify the statements. 

 
30.  I felt a lot of resistance throughout the process and I tried to welcome 

it, but a lot came at the end and I didn’t know what to do. 
 
You can do the whole process on the resistance first, by asking yourself, 
“If the resistance had a name, what would it be? What is it that you’re 
doubting? How old were you when this doubt began?”  
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“Float up nice and high above the timeline, press delete on the memory 
and replace the restriction with whatever was restricting you. Let your 
timeline light up and come back to the present.” 
 

31.  I don’t know how to welcome the resistance and I somehow can’t 
welcome it. 
 
Welcome the “welcoming not happening” if you are unable to welcome 
your resistance and work ahead from there. 
 

32.  What if you know that you have arrogance within you and that you 
are suppressing your potential in efforts to be egoless?  
 
You need to consider giving up all attachment to putting any effort in 
being anything more than you are right now. You need to let go of the 
attachment to being a better version of yourself and just accept what 
and who you are right now. 

 
33.  I want to forgive someone who betrayed me but I can’t see the 

wisdom or the lesson in doing so; I cannot forgive them. What do I do? 
 
Forgive yourself for not being able to forgive them, since holding on to it 
is hurting you. Forgiveness does not mean that you accept what they 
did; it means you set yourself free from the cycle of betrayal and of 
holding on to this. You choose what you want to do about it.  

 
34.  The process was okay, but when the statement, “Life forgives you, the 

Universe forgives you…” came up, I had a lot of resistance and I wasn’t 
able to say it. How do I overcome the resistance? 
 
First, ask yourself, “What happened that was so unforgiveable? What is 
the reason this really hurt me? Who here really needs forgiving?” 
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You don’t need to forgive their behavior or even accept it, but if you 
have lied too, you can forgive the liar in yourself and the liar in them as 
well. 
 

35.  Sometimes, you don’t know what made you act a certain way or what 
led to the situation. So, when you don’t know what to give, how do 
you forgive? 
 
So, you can first start with let forgiveness be and not to push it. Second, 
through enquiring and questioning.  

 


